MEET THE SIPABOARD
FIRST ELECTRIC, SMART, SELF-INFLATING AWARD WINNING STANDUP PADDLE BOARD.

SipaBoards received an international
product Red Dot Best of the Best
Design Award 2015. A panel of globaly
renowned and qualified design experts
recognized our board as one of the
special few (39) products among 4680
entries from 61 countries for its Concept
Design and awarded us the higly valued
Red Dot Best of the Best quality stamp.

SIPABOARDS

SipaBoards was chosen as a finalist in
ISPO Brand New Award 2016’s summer
hardware category.

SipaBoards are made from extremely durable double-layered PVC material. The top and the bottom layers are held together
by thousands of polyester filaments (Drop Stitch technology), making the board rock-hard with completely flat surfaces when
inflated, while easily folding into a backpack when deflated.

BATTERY

RANGE

Recharges in 3 hours
and lasts for over 1,000
charging cycles

Provides cca 3 hours of
help when paddling at
cruising speed of 2 knots

11 ft long x 31 inches
wide x 5.5 inches thick
LENGTH

EXTRA
DURABILITY

WEIGHT

Inflated dimensions

Deflated dimensions

Total Weight

Length: 11 feet (3.35 m)
Width: 31 inches (80 cm)
Thickness: 5.5 inches (14 cm)

Length: approx 3 feet (100 cm)
Width: 1.5 feet (50 cm)
Thickness: 1 foot (30 cm)

Board 21.5 lbs (9.75 kg)
SipaDrive 8.5 lbs (3.85 kg)
Paddle with remote 26 ounces (0.75 kg)

WEIGHT
CAPACITY

2-layered dropstitch
technology for a rockhard SUP that you can
take anywhere

30 lbs total = 21.5 lbs
board, 8.5 lbs motor

Ideal for under 200 lbs,
but easily accommodates
paddleboarders up to 225
lbs

EXTRA STIFF AND DURABLE

SIPADRIVE

Dropstitch technology joins the top
and bottom layers of the SUP with
thousands of filaments, making for
a rock-hard SUP that you cannot
overinflate. Double layer vinyl &
reinforced edges increase board
stiffness and speed on the water,
making this sup fast suitable for
longer paddle adventures.

The heart of every SipaBoard is a jet
propulsion engine — the SipaDrive. We
opted for a jet-propulsion system so we
could hide it inside the plastic housing we
integrated into the board. This virtually
eliminates drag when the motor is off and
you want to paddle yourself, prevents fish,
rocks, or twigs — and most importantly
your fingers — from getting caught in
the propeller, and makes your SipaBoard
safer and easier to handle on dry land.

1. Dropstitch core
2. First layer of vinyl based fabric
3. Second layer of vinyl based fabric
4. Side reinforcements
5. Comfortable EVA foam
6. Durable outer edge

The motor is emission-free and barely
audible, so you can take it even on
protected waters and you and paddle in
peace and quiet. It has 5 settings, providing
an average-sized male paddler with up to
3 hours at a cruising speed of 2 knots, or 1
hour at max speed of 3.5 knots.

Propulsion and inflation unit specs
max. power output
while cruising 160 watts
max. power output
while inflating 250 watts
3 speed settings up to 3.5 knots
inflation pressure typical 1 bar/15 psi,
max 1,2 bar/18 psi
inflation time cca 5 min
self-regulating pressure gauge

SIPA APP

thermostat to prevent over-heating
all electronics are tightly
integrated and sealed
corrosion and condensation resistant
parts & materials
low and safe voltage levels
Bluetooth 4,0 connectivty

SELF-INFLATING

REMOTE ON THE PADDLE

Pumping up a SUP is arguably the worst
part of your whole trip, not to mention
what to do with the pump once you’re
done. Now the SipaDrive does the hard
work for you, pumping up your board
in just a matter of minutes, while you
focus on the important things — like
the gorgeous scenery, or the ducks
swimming around in the background …

The motor is controlled easily by
wireless controls on the handle of
the paddle. 4 buttons control all the
functions, for different speeds, as well
as for fast shut-off, inflation and LED
lights. The motor also automatically
shuts off if the paddle falls in the
water, or if the paddle and motor are
separated by more than a few meters.

Battery pack specs
easy to swap out battery pack
around 90 minute charging time
up to 1,000 battery charge cycles
cca 3 hours of operation at cruising
speed
Housing dimensions
Length: 20 in (52 cm)
Width: 8 in (21 cm)
Thickness: 5.5 (14 cm)

All SipaDrives are produced with
the possibility of adding LEDs to the
bottom. These will be controlled
with the same remote as the motor,
and will be sure to light the way on
your evening paddling sessions.

The SipaApp is a great tool to keep
you even safer. The SipaDrive is
Bluetooth enabled and the app will
help paddlers control and monitor
everything about their session.
Importantly,
the
SipaDrive’s
software can be updated through
the app, making it an invaluable
resource for all SipaBoarders.

TOOL-LESS EASE OF USE

SWISS QUALITY CONTROL

With a round drive housing design,
there was no need for screws or
extra parts, as the pressure from
the board itself holds the housing
in place. When deflated, the
SipaDrive slips right out.

We did not want to take any risks
when it comes to quality. That
is why we are relying on a Swiss
manufacturing partner to make
our boards and take care that
everything is just as it should be.

LED LIGHT READY

SMART CARRYING BACKPACK
The SipaBoards carrying backpack
is a custom-made bag designed
to perfectly fit the specs of your
board. With dedicated pockets
for your SipaDrive and batterycharging cable, everything you
need to hit the water will be stored
in one place. Its extra stitching on
the straps makes it rugged enough
to sling over your shoulders, and
its small size lets it slide easily into
the trunk or backseat of even the
smallest cars. An absolute must
for the active paddleboarder.

SIPABOARDS DRIVE

ALL
ROUNDER
FAMILY
FUN
The SipaBoards All-Rounder is
meant for pure entertainment.
Its strong and sturdy design will
provide watersports lovers of all
ages and experience levels with
countless hours of fun. And as the
perfect mobile diving board, this
SUP is the perfect thing for those
who want to spend as much time IN
the water as ON it.

SIPABOARDS DRIVE

CRUISER
FOR THE
ADVENTURE
TYPE
The SipaBoards cruiser is the
original classic. Its sleek lines
cut through the chop and keep
the paddler on the water all day
long, yet it is versatile enough for
pure recreation and enjoyment.
This is the perfect SUP to take you
further, to show you what’s around
the bend, and to help you find that
hidden spot.

SIPABOARDS DRIVE

FISHERMAN
TAKES YOU
TO YOUR
CATCH
The SipaBoards Fisherman is a
voluminous SUP with tons of space
for a cooler and a tackle box. The
quiet motor will take you right to
where the fish are biting without
scaring them away. Dedicated rings
can be used for dropping anchor,
attaching nets, or whatever other
accessories outdoor enthusiasts
need.

THE DRIVE COLLECTION

MARCH 2016 ON

SIPABOARDS
AIR
In March 2016 we are introducing SipaBoards
Air: the world’s first fully integrated selfinflating standup paddleboard.
Slide in the rechargeable battery, connect
the magnetic switch, and watch as your
SipaBoard Air pumps itself up in under 5
minutes.
FISHERMAN
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The built-in compressor and automatic
gauge will ensure that your SipaBoard Air
pumps up to the perfect pressure every
time. Let us do that hard work for you - while
you get ready for your session, stretch out,
or simply enjoy the view.

SIPABOARDS AIR

SIPABOARDS AIR

Our all-rounder is for paddlers of all ages and ability
levels, as it is sturdy as a ship. Families and those who
are into SUP for the fun of it will love this model, which
works as well as a SUP as it does as a mobile diving
board - endless summer fun.

The cruiser is a faster model, based on the same
shape as the original SipaBoards Drive line, for the
adventurer who wants to get out on the water in
minutes and keep paddling for hours. You will enjoy
its straight lines and sleek shape, which cut through
the chop and take you wherever your body powers you.

ALL-ROUNDER

CRUISER

THE AIR COLLECTION

SIPABOARDS AIR

BALANCE

Our balance model is in perfect harmony and comes
outfitted with an anchor and dedicated hook rings.
You will take this board to find your favorite hidden
spot and enjoy a moment of serenity, relying on its
stability to support you as you do yoga or train your
core muscles.
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SIPABOARDS

INFO@SIPABOARDS.COM

WWW.SIPABOARDS.COM

 +386 41 628 497

